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To Whom it May Concern:
I am pleased and honored to recommend Molly Dwyer. Molly’s extensive
experience and dynamic classroom presence will be of great benefit to students
and faculty.
Molly has taken a number of Creative Writing courses through the Community
Education courses offered at CRMC, and while I have been officially listed as the
instructor in the Thursday morning sessions, it has turned out that Molly and I
essentially team teach. Her comments to other students are always insightful,
sensitive, and instructive, and I often find myself taking notes when Molly
speaks. She is deeply invested in helping every kind of writer find his way with
his material, regardless of genre or content, and she possesses an impressive
ability to translate theory into accessible lay terms, thereby ensuring student
success.
Molly’s first novel was published this year and while being an entertaining and
engaging read, Requiem for the Author of Frankenstein is another important
demonstration of her ability to gracefully traverse the delicate edge between
abstract concepts and everyday reality—a quality essential for any English
instructor. Molly’s accomplishments, both creatively and critically, reveal not
only her passion for the English language, but also demonstrate a professional
who understands the power of the written word to transform students into
creative and critical thinkers. Her classroom will be one of true learning.
As a community member, Molly has also made important contributions. She has
professionalized the web presence of the Mendocino Arts Center and diligently
included the literary arts as a vibrant part of the artistic landscape of the
Mendocino County. She regularly attends events sponsored by the Mendocino
Coast Writers Conference, continuing her education in every venue possible
within and without the Mendocino Coast.
Our campus would be greatly enhanced if Molly Dwyer joined the associate
faculty. Her contributions would be powerful, important and lasting.
Sincerely,
Charlotte Gullick
Director, Mendocino Coast Writers Conference
College of the Redwoods, Mendocino Campus
charlotte@mcn.org

